Merge RIS
A radiology information system that stores, manages and distributes patient radiology information

Merge RIS can power both lean and complex IT organizations, efficiently streamlining workflow and supporting revenue growth.

You want a radiology information system (RIS) to streamline your front office workflow and give you tools to connect with referring physicians and patients. But a RIS can be more than that — it can also empower you to remain compliant with changing market demands, contain costs, capture new revenue streams and deliver to the needs of the consumer.

How we help you
Merge RIS™ can power both lean and complex IT organizations with fully integrated workflows and enhanced functionality. It can help you accomplish your revenue and productivity goals by building a customized workflow solution that optimizes your business, from orders to reports, billing and analytics. Merge RIS helps position you to meet new mandates while streamlining workflow, improving productivity, and building solid relationships with your referring physicians, market partners and patients.
Merge RIS can help you...

Manage the business of radiology
• Promote patient self-scheduling to find new ways to control costs and shift resources
• Cultivate new revenue streams with automated tools for CT lung screening and clinical trials programs

Lead the way toward a leaner business
• Collaborate seamlessly across multiple organizations and clinical specialties that may be located in multiple states
• Improve resource utilization with automated appointment waitlist tools to reduce backlog, minimize the threat of lost revenue from appointment changes and reduce unfilled appointments

Build stronger relationships
• Expand your organization’s ability to find new referral streams and maintain existing loyalties
• Improve outpatient access and provide 24/7 availability to online scheduling with digital tools including remote pre-registration, mobile check-in and appointment confirmation

Watson Health Radiology Solutions

Watson Health provides a suite of products for the radiology business. From the modality to the front office, they enable more efficient workflow and access to archived images. Watson Health has been delivering radiology solutions for more than 20 years that benefit hospitals, imaging centers, physicians and patients, enabling efficiency and increasing cost savings To learn more, visit merge.com.

Watson Health Radiology Solution Suite

Merge PACS™
A powerful reading workflow platform

Merge RIS™
A radiology information system

Merge Dashboards™
An on-demand business intelligence solution

The client is responsible for ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations applicable to it. IBM does not provide legal advice or represent or warrant that its services or products will ensure that the client is in compliance with any law or regulation.

Statement of Good Security Practices:
IT system security involves protecting systems and information through prevention, detection and response to improper access from within and outside your enterprise. Improper access can result in information being altered, destroyed, misappropriated or misused or can result in damage to or misuse of your systems, including for use in attacks on others. No IT system or product should be considered completely secure and no single product, service or security measure can be completely effective in preventing improper use or access. IBM systems, products and services are designed to be part of a lawful, comprehensive security approach, which will necessarily involve additional operational procedures, and may require other systems, products or services to be most effective. IBM does not warrant that any systems, product or services are immune from, or will make your enterprise immune from, the malicious or illegal conduct of any party.

Merge Document Management™
A paperless office solution to store and manage documents electronically

iConnect® Network Services
An interoperability solution to streamline the referral process and automate preauthorization

Merge Patient Portal™
A web-based portal to engage patients
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